Anti-phase boundaries (APBs) are structural defects which have been shown to be responsible for the anomalous magnetic behaviour observed in different nanostructures. Understanding their properties is crucial in order to use them to tune the properties of magnetic materials by growing APBs in a controlled way since their density strongly depends on the synthesis method. With this aim, in this work we investigate their influence on magnetite (Fe 3 O 4 ) thin films by considering an atomistic spin model, focusing our study on the role that the exchange interactions play across the APB interface. We conclude that the main atypical features reported experimentally in this material are well described by the model we propose here, confirming the new exchange interactions created in the APB as the responsible for this deviation from bulk properties.
INTRODUCTION
Anti-phase boundaries (APBs) are stacking defects appearing in crystalline nanosystems, created by a displacement between atomic planes. They have been observed in many different materials such as MnAl [1] , GaAs [2] or magnetite (Fe 3 O 4 ) [3] , as well as in different types of nanostructures, e.g, thin films [3] or nanoparticles [4] . The type and number of APBs appearing in nanostructures strongly depends on the synthesis method used to grow them. Thus, APBs have been suggested to be responsible of the different magnetic properties observed in samples made of the same material, with the same nanostructure, but created with different techniques, e.g, the saturation magnetization in magnetite nanoparticles [4] or the magnetic anisotropy in magnetite thin films [5] [6] [7] . In fact, recent works on magnetite thin films have given confidence on this supposition, showing that when the nanostructure is grown achieving a low density of APBs [7, 8] or reducing their strength by applying an electric field during the synthesis [9] , the magnetic properties not only begin to match between all the samples, but they start to be similar to the bulk case.
To explain why APBs could strongly influence the magnetic properties in a system it is necessary to take into account that the number of interacting atoms across the APB interface and their corresponding distances might be modified due to the structural mismatch. Thus, a new set of exchange interactions (J APB i j ) should appear locally in the APB, while the number of bulk exchange interactions (J Bulk i j ) might be changed [5] . For the specific case of magnetic oxides, e.g, magnetite, for which the exchange interactions are mediated via the oxygen atoms, the angle that forms the two interacting magnetic atoms and the oxygen one might be also modified in the APB, consequently, the new set of (J APB i j ) could have both different strength or sign than the (J Bulk i j ). Therefore, if J APB i j dominates rather than J Bulk i j , the system could have a completely different magnetic behavior. Indeed, considering J APB i j as antiferromagnetic instead of ferromagnetic has been useful to explain pinning effects in MnAl thin films [10] or to qualitatively explain the magnetization reduction in magnetite nanoparticles [4] .
For the specific case of magnetite thin films, which is one of the most promising materials for the next generation of spin-tronic devices due it is half metallic character [11, 12] and high Curie temperature (T C = 860 K [13] ), APBs seem to play a fundamental role on the magnetic properties of the system [5] . Firstly, both out of plane anisotropy [5] and fourfold in plane anisotropy [7] have been observed for different samples. Even for the case of the fourfold anisotropy, different works report different easy axes [6, 7] suggesting APBs to be the source of this discrepancy. Secondly, it has been reported that the magnetization is not saturated under the effect of high magnetic fields of 70 kOe [5] , which means that exchange interactions are most likely to be responsible of this behaviour. Additionally, a recent work suggested that the strength of APB exchange interactions is reduced by applying electric fields during the synthesis process, as a consequence showing saturation fields of µ 0 H = 150 mT [9] which is similar to bulk results. Finally, it has been demonstrated that when the samples are grown with low density of APBs, the number of magnetic domains observed is smaller than in samples with lots of APBs, pointing to them as a source of magnetic domains [8] .
As APBs are atomic-scale defects and their importance seems to come from the exchange interactions, we decided to study their influence on the magnetic properties using an atomistic spin model. Specifically, we use the open source VAMPIRE [14] software package to investigate their influence in magnetite thin films, focusing on explaining the anomalous saturation magnetization as well as the reason of why samples with more APBs have more magnetic domains, leaving the fact of observing different magnetic anisotropies for future work.
With this aim, we first parameterize a Heisenberg Hamiltonian in order to reproduce the experimental Curie temperature for a bulk system free of APBs, checking also the suitability of the parameters by calculating the corresponding exchange stiffness value using analytical and numerical methods (via simulating domain walls). Secondly we introduce APB defects in our system, allowing the new exchange interactions appearing across the interface being free parameters in order to study their influence in terms of their strength. We consider four different situations considering different exchange interactions across the anti-phase boundary. We first consider how the domain wall profile might be modified with the aim of determining for which cases the APB exchange is dominant arXiv:2001.01766v1 [cond-mat.mtrl-sci] 6 Jan 2020 rather than the bulk one. We will then consider the effects of applying a strong magnetic field in order to investigate how the anomalous saturation magnetization behaviour occurs. Finally, we study the stability of magnetic domain walls under thermal fluctuations in the presence of APBs to determine if an APB defect is a sufficient condition to have to two different magnetic domains.
We find that the presence of an APB defect prevents the magnetization from locally saturating when applying magnetic fields higher than the corresponding anisotropy field. Therefore, for samples grown with many APB defects, many regions of the material exist where the magnetization requires high magnetic fields to be saturated, explaining the anomalous saturation magnetization reported experimentally [5] . We also demonstrate that domain walls are stable under thermal fluctuations in the presence of APBs, explaining the high number of magnetic domains observed in samples with high density of APBs [8] . Confirming APBs as responsible for the different magnetic behaviours observed in magnetite thin films grown with different methods opens the door of tuning the magnetic properties of this system by growing samples with APB defects in a controlled way.
ATOMISTIC SPIN MODEL OF MAGNETITE
To model a magnetite thin film with APB defects we use a Heisenberg spin Hamiltonian, in which each magnetic moment is localized on its corresponding atom [14] ,
where S i is a unit vector describing the direction of the spin associated to the atom placed at site i, S i,z is its corresponding projection on the z, J i j is the exchange interaction between the spins i and j, k i,u represents an uniaxial energy term for the atom i, µ i is the local atomic spin moment on each Fe site and B is the externally applied magnetic field.
Considering a cubic anisotropy term instead of an uniaxial one might lead to another type of domain wall different from the traversal one as described in [15] for magnetite thin films. Therefore, as we wish to focus on the role that the exchange interactions across the APBs play on the anomalous saturation magnetization field and magnetic domain densities, we decided for simplicity to consider a uniaxial magnetic anisotropy term. The value we use for the anisotropy constant is k i,u = 3.26 · 10 −24 J/atom to ensure that we can fully contain a domain wall in our limited system size as discussed below.
The exchange interactions in magnetite are well known to be due to superexchange. Thus, their values strongly depend on the angle formed by the two interacting Fe atoms and the corresponding mediating O atom. In our model, the oxygen atoms are not simulated explicitly because they are nonmagnetic and the exchange interactions are considered in the same way as direct exchange with an effective interaction of Table I . Exchange parameters used to reproduce bulk Magnetite T C with their corresponding distances between Fe atoms and the bond angle formed with the oxygen atoms.
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the usual Heisenberg form. For bulk magnetite, we fit the first nearest neighbor interactions in order to exactly reproduce the experimental Néel temperature, by considering a strong antiferromagnetic exchange interaction between the tetrahedral (Fe A ) and octahedral (Fe B ) sublattices that reproduces the antiparallel orientation described by Néel [16] , an antiferromagnetic exchange between tetrahedral Fe atoms and a ferromagnetic one between octahedral Fe atoms [17] . The first nearest neighbors exchange interaction values for bulk magnetite obtained in this work are shown in Table I , together with their corresponding distances and bond angles.
The time evolution of the spins is calculated via integration of the stochastic Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (sLLG) equation applied at the atomic level [18] ,
where λ , γ i = 1.76 × 10 11 T −1 s −1 and µ i are the damping constant, the gyromagnetic ratio and the magnetic moment associated to the spin S i respectively. Here we assume a vanishing orbital magnetic moment giving local moments from Hund's rules of µ Fe A = 5µ B and µ Fe B = 4.5µ B for tetrahedral and octahedral sites respectively. The effective field acting on each spin, B i = −∂ H /µ i ∂ S i + ζ i , is calculated from the derivative of the atomistic Hamiltonian with respect to the spin S i plus a stochastic magnetic field, ζ i , which represents the thermal fluctuations of the spin system [14] .
Although the damping constant has been predicted to have small values for magnetite [19] , we chose critical damping λ = 1 in this work in order to describe the influence of the APB on the quasi-equilibrium magnetic properties of magnetite. Therefore, we focus on the final magnetization state of our simulations but not on its dynamics. By increasing the damping constant we therefore decrease the computational time to reach equilibrium.
RESULTS

APB free magnetite system
In order to study the properties of APBs in magnetite, we first create a rectangular stripe, free of defects, with length L = 118 nm and a square cross section of S ≈ 1 nm 2 . In this geometry, the x (elongated one), y and z directions correspond to the (110), (001) and (110) crystal orientations respectively. For this system, we consider periodic boundary conditions (PBC) in the y and z directions and anti-periodic boundary conditions in the x one. To consider anti-periodic boundary conditions (a-PBC) is the same as considering ordinary PBC but changing the sign of all the exchange interactions in order to have an anti-parallel alignment between both sides of the system. The latter retains the bulk properties in our system at elevated temperatures, like the exchange stiffness (A) value while forcing our magnetite stripe to have two magnetic domains and therefore to have a domain wall whose width can be determined.
In this geometry, free of APB defects, a domain wall at temperature T = 0K is fully contained because the macroscopic anisotropy energy and the exchange stiffness, corresponding to our atomistic parameters, are K = 1.36 · 10 5 J/m 3 and A = 1.75 · 10 −11 J/m respectively with a domain wall width of δ DW = π A/K = 35.63 nm. It should be pointed out that, although the atomistic exchange parameters have been fitted to reproduce realistic magnetic properties of magnetite (T N ), the anisotropy energy value has been chosen to be large with the aim of reducing the system size needed in our simulations. Therefore, the free domain wall width calculated here should be smaller than the real one [15] .
To generate equilibrated domain wall profiles we initialise half of the net ferrimagnetic magnetization along the +x direction and the other half along −x direction, forming a complete 180 • domain wall with zero width. We then let the system evolve for 1 ns, which allows enough time to form an equilibrium domain wall whose center is placed in the middle of the system. Analytically the equivalence between the macroscopic anisotropy (K) and the atomistic one (k u i ) has been obtained by considering the magnetic atomic volume as V mag,at = a 3 /N mag,at = 0.0242 nm 3 , where a = 0.834 nm is the lattice parameter for magnetite, a 3 is the volume of the unit cell and N mag,at = 24 is the number of magnetic atoms per unit cell. To calculate the exchange stiffness value (A) from our atomistic parameters we have extended the description done by Aharoni [20] for a ferromagnet to a ferrimagnet. To do this, we have considered small variations around 180 • , instead of 0 • , when the exchange interaction corresponds to spins belonging to different sublattices because they are strongly antiferromagnetically coupled. The equation we obtained is similar to the one published in [21] , Figure 1 . Magnetic configuration of a domain wall for a magnetite stripe without APB defects at T = 0 K. Red triangles and blue circles represent the numerical results for the z component of the magnetization for the tetrahedral and the octahedral sublattices respectively. The grey line represents the analytical domain wall profile obtained from the macroscopic anisotropy and exchange stiffness (m z = tanh((x − x 0 )π/δ DW )).
where V is volume of the system, i and j run over all atoms, v = x, y, z are vector coordinates, J i j are the exchange interactions, r ν i is the ν component of the position of the atom i, id(i) and id( j) are the sublattices to which the atoms i and j correspond respectively. Its calculated value, apart from being isotropic, is in good agreement with values found in literature [8, 22] , giving confidence in the micromagnetic exchange parameterization. We note that the above expression is only useful for computing the domain wall width in the case of uniaxial anisotropy. Domain walls in cubic systems are more omplex and will be the suject of future work.
In Fig. 1 we show the simulated sublattice resolved domain wall together with the analytical profile, m z = tanh((x − x 0 )π/δ DW ), showing a perfect match between both analytical and numerical results.
Anti-phase boundary properties
To introduce an APB defect in our geometry, we divide the system in two halves in the x direction and displace one them a 0 √ 2/4 along the z-axis (110), shown schematically in Fig. 2 , in comparison with the magnetite stripe without the APB defect.
Due to this dislocation, the atomic distances as well as the angles formed by the interacting Fe-O-Fe sets are modified across the interface. Consequently, the number of bulk exchange interactions in the APB is reduced drastically but some interactions still remain. Additionally, new exchange interactions are created with different distances between iron atoms APB No APB Table II . Characterization of the exchange interactions appearing across the APB with their corresponding distances between Fe atoms, the bond angle formed with the oxygen atoms and the number of them per unit cell across the interface. Subindex a points the values taken from literature [5] .
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Fe and bond angles with the oxygen one [5] . In Fig. 2 , these new exchange interactions are schematically represented with arrows and their distances, bond angles and the number of them per unit cell are presented together with the corresponding bulk values in Tab. II. The distances, bond angles and number of interactions we found across the APB match with the previously described in [5] (APB type 3), in which the closest interaction, J APB Fe A −O−Fe B , is proposed to be the main interaction responsible for the anomalous magnetic behaviour in magnetite thin films. Nevertheless, in this work, for completeness, we also consider the effect of the second nearest neighbour J APB Fe B −O−Fe B to explain the atypical magnetic properties.
Since it is not possible to fit the value of the APB exchange interactions to reproduce any experimental result as we did for the bulk, they are considered as free parameters. However, some considerations can be taken into account in order to restrict their value range. On the one hand, the distance between Fe atoms in J APB Fe A −O−Fe B is small enough to consider that this exchange interaction might be direct, not mediated by any oxygen atoms. Therefore, due to this distance is in between the first nearest neighbor and the second one for bulk iron we could expect J APB Fe A −O−Fe B to be positive and relatively large [23] . On the other hand, the distance between Fe atoms for J APB Fe B −O−Fe B is big enough to consider that the contribution from direct exchange must be small, however, as the angle they form with the oxygen atom is 180 • , we expect this interaction to be antiferromagnetic and strong [24] .
For both APB exchange interactions taken into account, we consider a wide range of possible values, ranging from 0 to J APB Fe A −O−Fe B = 5.07 · 10 −21 J and J APB Fe B −O−Fe B = −5.86 · 10 −21 J respectively. For each parameterization, we simulate a domain wall at temperature T = 0K in order to determine the APB influence on the domain wall profile. In Fig 3, we show the simulated domain walls for the four extreme parameterization cases, which are described in Tab. III.
From Fig. 3 we observe how the domain wall profile is clearly modified by the presence of an APB defect. For the case of neglecting the new exchange interactions (case 1) the tanh(x) profile is not modified. However, as the exchange interactions across the APB increase, m z starts to be a discontinuous function of the distance. It is observed, comparing the cases of considering only one of the new exchange interactions and neglecting the other one (cases 2 and 3), that the effect produced by J APB Fe B −O−Fe B is stronger than the one produced by J APB Fe A −O−Fe B , in contrast with what was suggested in [5] . This is due to the number of J APB Fe B −O−Fe B bonds compared to the number of J bulk Fe B −O−Fe B exchange interactions across the interface is the same (see Table II ), therefore, the antiferromagnetic exchange dominates rather than the bulk ferromagnetic exchange, once its value is larger. Thus, as the value for J bulk Fe B −O−Fe B is small (see Table I 
Saturation of anti-phase boundary defects
Using the domain wall spin configurations obtained for each APB parameterization as an initial state, we restart our Figures a), b) , c) and d) correspond to case 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively (see Table III ). simulations in order to investigate how the APB exchange interactions could influence the anomalous saturation magnetic field for magnetite thin films. With this aim, the anti-PBC on the x edges are removed to let the system saturate under the influence of a magnetic field B. The magnetization state after applying a magnetic field of 1 T, during 1 ns, in the z direction, indicates that the applied magnetic field is not able to saturate the magnetization where the APB defect is placed if J APB Fe B −O−Fe B is considered. At the APB, the magnetization reduction observed for the parameterization case 4 is 20 % for the Fe A and 40 % for the Fe B sublattices. Note that this field strengh is larger than the anisotropy field (µ 0 H K ≈ 0.5T ). To confirm this result is not an artifact arising from using the domain wall as an initial configuration, we create the same system but considering 7 uniformly distributed APB defects and, as an initial condition, a random spin configuration. In Fig. 4 , we show the final magnetic state after applying the same magnetic field strength applied for 1 ns. The results confirm that the magnetization cannot be saturated at the APBs if only J APB Fe B −O−Fe B is considered. However, by comparing the cases 2 and 4, we can assert that the J APB Fe A −O−Fe B presence increases this effect. Moreover, the magnetization barely saturates in between two APB due to the short distance between them, suggesting that the number density of defects as a crucial parameter responsible for the magnetization reduction at high magnetic fields.
As the new exchange interactions appearing across the APB are responsible for the non-saturating regions, the magnetic field needed to saturate the sample is likely to be very high, as reported experimentally [5] . Note that the exchange contribution for the effective field acting on Eq. 2 usually is a tens of tesla in terms of order of magnitude and so likely to dominate the magnetic coupling at the APB interface. To confirm this fact, we have increased the magnetic field in steps of 0.5T , calculating the mean equilibrium sublattice resolved magnetization for each case, until a maximum of 7T , which is the experimental value addressed in [5] . Results are displayed in Fig. 5 , showing that even for the highest magnetic field the magnetization is not saturated.
These results indicate that the main interactions responsible of the anomalous saturation field are the J APB Fe B −O−Fe B interactions but the J APB Fe A −O−Fe B energy increases this effect. It should be noted that the real density of APBs on magnetite thin films usually is greater than the one we are considering [25] , thus, the effect of the notch observed, as well as the non saturating region between APBs, will be more pronounced in the total magnetization measurements. Figure 4 . Sublattice resolved magnetization state in a magnetite stripe with 7 APB defects (pink lines) when a magnetic field is applied in the z direction. Red triangles and blue circles correspond to tetrahedral and octahedral sublattices respectively. Figures a) , b) and c) correspond to the cases 2,3 and 4 respectively (see Table III ).
Temperature dependence of anti-phase boundary defects
To investigate why the number of magnetic domains observed in magnetite thin films is proportional to the volume fraction of APBs in the sample [8] , we enable thermal fluctuations in our calculations to determine the stability of a multidomain state. Specifically, we consider two different temperatures, T = 1K and room temperature T = 300K. The former temperature is considered because it has a weak contribution to the effective field in eq. 2, allowing us to understand the role that each of the new exchange interactions is playing on Figure 5 . Partial hysteresis loop of a magnetite stripe with 7 APB defects for the different parameterization cases displayed in table III. Points and lines represent the spatial average magnetization for the octahedral and tetrahedral sublattices respectively. the domain stability. For this case, we work with the same geometry as before with a single APB defect. For the T = 300 K case, we consider a wider system because, for higher temperatures, a bigger spatial average is required to obtain a smooth magnetization profile. Explicitly, the new cross sectional area under consideration is S ≈ 36 nm 2 but the length is kept same as before. Both systems present a single APB defect placed in the middle of the system. For both cases, the initial condition set up for the magnetization consists of two magnetic domains separated by the APB, aligned antiparallel and pointing in the anisotropy direction. The main difference with previous domain wall calculations, apart from including temperature, is done by removing the a-PBC conditions. Thus, the two introduced magnetic domains are not forced to remain in the system and one them will be erased by the effect of thermal fluctuations if the APB does not prevent it. We let the system to evolve for 50ns, which is sufficient time for the domain wall to escape from the system. The final magnetic configurations for the extrema of the parameterization cases (Table III) are displayed in Fig. 6 .
From Fig. 6 we observe that in the absence of APB exchange interactions (case 1), the thermal fluctuations at both temperatures are sufficient to remove the two-domain state previously introduced. However, as larger exchange interactions are included, the domain wall starts to get pinned and a multidomain state is stable for small thermal fluctuations (T = 1K). In contrast with the previous results at T = 0K, a domain wall under the effect of thermal fluctuations is also stable if we neglect J APB
This effect is also presented for higher temperatures (T = 300K), however, as the thermal fluctuations become stronger, higher values for the APB exchange interactions are required to pin the domain wall at the APB. In fact, only for the cases in which both exchange interactions are considered and their values are high does the domain wall remain in the system after 50ns. It might be possible that, even for parameterization case 4, the two domain state is removed if considering longer simu- Table  III) lation. Nevertheless, results for both temperatures have shown than when increasing the value of the exchange interactions the stability of the two domain state increases too. Hence, to stabilize a two domain state for 300K requires higher exchange interactions, which can be still considered realistic. Therefore, we can confirm APBs as source of magnetic domains, with magnetic domain walls pinned at APBs, only due to the presence of new exchange interactions across it. A higher density of APB defects is also likely to increase the thermal stability of the multidomain state.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have modelled a magnetite system with and without APB defects using atomistic spin dynamics, focusing our analysis on the role that the exchange interactions play across the APB interface. For the bulk case, we have fitted the first nearest neighbors exchange interactions in order to properly reproduce the experimental Curie temperature.
Additionally, we obtain numerically and theoretically an exchange stiffness value which is in good agreement with the values previously published. After introducing an APB defect in the system by displacing half of the system in the (110) direction, we find that the number of new exchange interactions in the APB and their corresponding distances and angles match with those previously reported in [5] .
For this defect, we consider a wide range of possible values for the new exchange interactions J APB Fe A −O−Fe B and J APB Fe B −O−Fe B , nevertheless, with the aim of describing qualitatively their corresponding effect on the magnetization, we focus the results of this work on four extreme parametrization cases described in Table III . We show that, although the J APB Fe A −O−Fe B interactions were suggested to be the main ones responsible for the anomalous magnetic behaviour in magnetite thin films, it is likely not to be the case. Both the anomalous saturation field and the high density of magnetic domains could be explained in terms of J APB On the other hand, both exchange interactions produce pinning effects on the domain walls, demonstrating that a multidomain state is stable under the effect of thermal fluctuations due to the presence of APBs on the system. Because of when taking into account the new exchange interactions arising from the APB defect we reproduce the high saturation field as well as the stability of the magnetic domains observed in magnetite thin films, we confirm them as the responsible for the anomalous magnetic properties observed experimentally.
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